Bingo board questions Year 3

Book:
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
Roald Dahl
Before you start reading:
PREDICT
Look at the front cover, can you predict what might happen in the
story by using the pictures for clues?
PREDICT
Now read the blurb, have your predictions changed?
Now start reading: Chapters 1 – 5
VOCABULARY
What phrase on Page 19 means ‘wrinkled’?
What word on Page 26 means ‘sleeping’?
What word on Page 29 means to close or lock securely?
What does ‘confectionery’ mean?
INFER
Why are the family excited about the factory being opened?
Why do you think Mr. Wonka has decided to open up the factory?
RETRIEVE
What was Mr. Bucket’s job?
Where does Prince Pondicherry live?
How many people used to work at the factory?
What did Mr. Slugworth copy?
Chapters 6 - 10
VOCABULARY
What does ‘repulsive’ mean?
Which word on Page 47 tells you Violet likes gum?
Which word on page 52 means ‘old’?
INFER
Why does Charlie smile nervously? (Page 42)
How does Charlie feel when he finds the fifty pence piece? How do
you know?

EXPLAIN
Explain why the Bucket family do not think the other children
deserve to visit Mr. Wonka’s factory.
RETRIEVE
What is the name of the chocolate bar Charlie receives for his
birthday?
Where does Violet keep her gum between mealtimes?
Chapters 11 - 15
VOCABULARY
What word on Page 64 does the shopkeeper use to describe the
Golden Ticket?
What does ‘perplex’ mean?
What does ‘pandemonium’ mean?
What word on Page 81 means grouped together?
EXPLAIN
Use evidence from the text to explain how Charlie’s feelings change
while he is in the shop.
Explain why Mr. Bucket thinks that Grandpa Joe should go to the
factory with Charlie.
RETRIEVE
What date is ‘The Big Day’?
What is Mr. Wonka wearing?
Why is the waterfall most important?
Chapters 16 – 20
VOCABULARY
What phrase on Page 100 tells us that Augustus moved up the pipe
quickly?
What phrase on Page 103 tells us Mrs. Gloop is angry?
What does ‘astonishing’ mean?
INFER
Why does Mr. Wonka giggle when he says that Augustus will be
“perfectly safe”? (Page 101)
Why has nobody been allowed into The Inventing Room?
RETRIEVE
What dangerous beasts can be found in the jungles of Loompaland?
What thing is all chocolate made from?
What colour is the door to The Inventing Room?
What is wrong with the Hair Toffee mixture?

Chapters 21 - 25
VOCABULARY
What does ‘obstinately’ mean? (Page 122)
What does the phrase ‘all the rage’ mean? (Page 132)
Which word on Page 138 tells you Mrs. Salt is out of breath?
INFER
What does Mr. Wonka mean when he says his gum will ‘change
everything’?
RETRIEVE
What is the second course that Violet can taste?
Where does Mr. Wonka send Violet?
What colour is the corridor?
What animals are in The Nut Room?
Who was the first person to press a button in the Lift?
Chapters 26 - 30
VOCABULARY
Which word on Page 160 means ‘shine unsteadily’?
Which word on Page 168 means ‘an uncontrolled angry outburst’?
Which word on Page 180 means ‘strange’?
Which does the word ‘despair’ mean? (Page 186)
INFER
Why did Mr. Wonka “have a hunch” right from the beginning that
Charlie would win? (Page 175)
EXPLAIN
Explain why Mr. Wonka decided to give out the Golden Tickets.
RETRIEVE
What, according to Mr. Wonka, will Vitamin H do?
What colour are Mr. Wonka’s eyes?
What were Mr. and Mrs. Salt covered in when leaving the factory?
Now you have finished reading:
SUMMARISE
Can you summarise each chapter in just one sentence?
Can you summarise the whole story in just 10 words?

